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A Classical Mindset
8 Ways to Freshen the Classical in Modern Residential Design
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A Classical Mindset
Clas·si·cism: the following of
ancient Greek or Roman principles
and style in art and literature,
generally associated with
harmony, restraint, and adherence
to recognized standards of form
and craftsmanship.

The inﬂuence of Classical Greece and Rome is
everywhere. A crown molding, for example -- ubiquitous
even in the most common tract house -- is an unwitting
reference to the classical cornice. Arches appear in doors
and windows. Classically inspired columns are used to
suggest ﬁrmness and formality even when not needed
for structural support. Watered down, unintentional
classical references are so common in American homes
we hardly notice, and the result is often banality and
boredom. But used with understanding and awareness,
the language of classical architecture can be lively and
fresh. For Union Studio, the “rules” of classicism are
guidelines, but sometimes most expressive when being
broken. We treat the classical orders like the staves of a
musical score, as a datum registering the high notes and
the low notes, lending cadence, and giving a framework
against which to perceive manipulation. This is what we
call our “classical mindset,” and it is the foundation of
Union Studio’s custom residential design portfolio.
When designing custom homes, every client, site, and
context is approached differently, but there are certain
design concepts that Union Studio has successfully
employed and reﬁned over time. Combining these
classical concepts and traditional building techniques
with a contemporary sense of space, and a way of life,
enables us to create homes that feel fresh, but will
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The 3,000 sf Carmel Residence (left) with ﬂoorplan
(above) accommodates all uses on the ﬁrst level,
including the master bedroom and guest suite. The plan
uses the concept of enﬁlade: diagonal views through the
house give every room a sense of light and views to the
lake and surrounding woodlands.
On the exterior elevation, a dramatic steep gable with
a vertical bay window contrasts beautifully with the
Wright-inspired (and horizontally expressed) ﬁrst story.

withstand the test of time -- both physically and
stylistically -- for our clients and generations of
their families to follow.
We’ve outlined eight ways we practice “fresh
classicism” in hopes that you’ll enjoy learning
about our process as much as we enjoy sharing it
with our clients.
1 - U SE E N FILA D E TO
ACC E N T UAT E D R A M AT IC V I E WS
A N D PU LL LIGHT IN TO INTE R I O R
SPAC E S

At the Westport Residence, enﬁlade is used to bring daylight into
interior space while providing diagonal views into adjoining rooms.

Enﬁlade originated in Europe as a formal
alignment of rooms that open into each other,
expressing a processional feel. Moreover, as
traditionally understood, enﬁlade was a visual
“axis” placing rooms in a straight line with
openings aligned so one could see the length of
the building at a single glance. Union Studio’s
interpretation is not that rigid. We use the concept
to describe the careful manipulation and control
of views to and through an assembly of spaces.
So, in a less formal environment such as a singlefamily ﬂoor plan, rooms and their openings can
be arranged to carefully open into each other,
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providing sweeping views to an outdoor setting, or bringing light
into the interior of the home throughout the day. Often we will create
the expected formal, traditional axial view to an important element
(like a ﬁreplace), but then create interest and dynamic tension by
highlighting an important diagonal view. The push and pull between
formality and informality gives interest and variety while staying
ﬁrmly rooted in tradition. Even from a functional standpoint, this
attention to interior view can be very important. In one-story homes
that combine living and sleeping areas, careful use of enﬁlade is
particularly important -- it can accentuate light-ﬁlled public areas and
sequester private spaces such as bedrooms and reading nooks.
2 - CO N TRAST CLASSICAL EMPHASIS ON T HE
VERTICAL PROPORTION OF THE ORDERS
A ND PRI MA RY FORMS (S UCH AS T R IA N GLE S,
C I RC L ES, A ND S QUARES) WIT H M OD E R N ISM ’ S
L AN G UAG E OF TH E HORIZONTAL LIN E
Setting out to make a calculated rejection of the old, classical
traditions, with their emphasis of the human body and its “vertical”
proportion, Frank Lloyd Wright helped create an architectural
language using the horizon as the basis of all proportion. The
horizontal proportion has become one hallmark of modern
architecture. Believe it or not, at the height of Modernism’s sway, the
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At the Sandbar Residence in Tiverton, RI (shown here -- with an early design sketch
on the below left) an open ﬁrst ﬂoor plan provides a solid foundation for a gabled
second ﬂoor with carefully located windows that frame waterfront views.

vertical proportion was universally equated with the monumental, the
old, and the corrupt while the horizontal was believed to be the axis of
the future, liberated man. The explanation of the reasoning behind this
is for another essay. Sufﬁce to say, at Union Studio we reject ideologic
dogma. Instead, within the context of our high regard for tradition,
we will employ any good detail or technique whether “modern” or
traditional. As an example, at the Carmel Residence in the Hudson
Valley, New York, a dramatic steep gable with a vertical bay window
contrasts beautifully with the Wright-inspired (and horizontally
expressed) ﬁrst story. Similarly, at the Sandbar Residence in Tiverton,
Rhode Island, an open, modern, glassy ﬁrst ﬂoor is combined with a
traditionally gabled second ﬂoor, executed with new interpretations of
traditional shingle-style details. The result of this collage of inﬂuences is
to see each moment of the house more clearly, and to understand its link
to the past and its embrace of the contemporary.
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A careful balance of weight and volume at the
Westport Residence (shown here and at the below
right) gives the pleasing impression of symmetry.
A sketch from a typical Design Guidelines package
(top right) illustrates how Union Studio approaches
asymmetrical compositions.
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An elevation can have a bilateral symmetry about a central axis with windows and doors
ordered to reinforce the symmetry of the primary volume.

An elevation may also have an asymmetrical composition, but the openings, massing
elements, and roof forms should be careful to maintain a proper sense of balance.

3 - BALA N C E WE IGHT A N D VOLU M E TO IM PLY
SYMMET RY
Many traditional homes are, in fact, symmetrical. Modernism implied symmetry
by using visual weight and contrasting proportions in perfect balance. In the best
examples, the residence was pleasing and restful to the eye while being dynamic
and exciting due to the tension between its contrasting elements. This is one of
our favorite challenges in residential architecture: working with clients to deﬁne a
custom interior program where the resulting exterior volumes and compositions
balance the classical sense of order with the exciting asymmetries of Modernism.
As an example, the façade of the Westport Residence features a symmetrical,
pitched roof sitting on an asymmetrical painted base.
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At the Captain’s Residence in
Jamestown, RI, a subtle take on a
traditional coffered ceiling lends
structure and deﬁnition to an open
plan.

Long, uninterrupted expanses of a single ceiling plane
emphasize the horizontal dimension and they make
ceilings feel lower.
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Deﬁning rooms at the ceiling level helps create
satisfying proportions, even when the ﬂoor plan
is open and ﬂowing. Structural elements (like
columns) help deﬁne space and differentiate
circulations zones from occupiable ones

4 – DES IGN T HE CEIL IN GS TO HE LP OR GA N IZ E OPE N IN T E R I O R
S PACE
Contemporary architecture seems to have forgotten the ceiling entirely, defaulting to a smooth,
white, and boring plane of painted drywall. Coffers are a classical ceiling treatment in which
recessed panels provide decorative detail and lend an appropriate scale to a room. At Union
Studio, we often simplify the traditional coffered ceiling and paint it white, resulting in a subtle
nod to the classical that helps deﬁne speciﬁc areas within an open interior ﬂoor plan, without
imposing an undue formality. There are also other ways that the ceiling can help deﬁne a
room and give it a fresh, but traditional feel. Painted “tongue and groove” ceiling boards with
accentuated, recessed joints can help orient a view just by the direction the boards are run. Ceiling
beams, cornices, color, and patterning are also tools to give a room character, deﬁnition, and the
visual weight or interest.
5 – JUXTAPOSE DEFINED ROOMS WIT H OPE N FLOW
In modernist residential architecture, interior space was usually open and ﬂowing with few walls
or separate rooms. We have become accustomed to this informal, open-concept, and many prefer
it. In contrast, traditional, classically based plans group deﬁned rooms that have clear form,
proportion, and hierarchy. This is part of what gives many older homes their feel of grace and
elegance. At Union Studio, we believe that it is possible to have both the openness and informality
of a modern home and the interest, variety and formality of a classically inspired home. We do
this by carefully deﬁning the separate “rooms” of a home through the use of strategically placed
columns and sofﬁts, ﬂoor patterning, and thresholds, room-deﬁning millwork and cabinetry,
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continuous moldings, varying ceiling heights, and framed views
which visually connect one room to another while physically
separating them. In short, we establish clearly the proportion and
limits of “rooms” with both modern and classical architectural
techniques. At the same time, we look to subtract the walls, blur
the lines, and join the spaces, letting each of these classically
proportioned rooms ﬂow freely from one into the other. The
Jamestown Residence is an example of this, as an open, ﬂowing, and
light-ﬁlled home made up of a variety of well-proportioned spaces
separated by interesting and useful architectural details.

6 - E XPLOIT T HE POT E N T IA L OF SU R FAC E
TO A D D FLU ID IT Y A N D DY N A M ISM

Customized eyebrow dormers and balcony
supports at the Westport Residence (above)
and the Captain’s Residence (below)
emphasize the elegant surface planes that
can be achieved with shingle details.

The Modernists had a fascination with the “surface.” While classical
architecture also uses texture and pattern to communicate different
architectural feelings (such as rusticated masonry at the base of
a building to imply fortiﬁcation), the Modernists had a different,
more abstract concept of the surface. For them, the surface of
a building was a thing itself, separate from the structure which
supported it. This modern idea of the wrapping “skin” of a building
as separate from the structure beneath creates interesting and
dynamic moments in architecture when combined with classical
forms and proportions. For example, while many of our shingled
residences appear traditional at ﬁrst glance, a closer examination
reveals modern tweaks to the surface, such as swelling and
ﬂaring of shingles at the eave returns or above important window
groupings. The Westport Residence employs these techniques
borrowing freely from the Shingle Style, which was made popular
at the end of the 19th century by the architectural ﬁrm of McKim,
Mead, and White among others.
The Shingle Style style explored
and expressed the nature of a
building’s skin and the formal
possibilities of the shingles
themselves, independent of the
wood frame that supported them.
The ﬂares and ﬂowing undulations
of the Shingle Style demonstrated
the lightness and ﬂexibility of
wood, purposely contrasting it
with the classical concepts of
structure, ﬁrmness, and support.
Used knowingly and skillfully,
these concepts are an unexpectedly
modern detail that adds ﬂuidity
and dynamism to the solidity and
permanence of the underlying
traditional forms.

...while many of our shingled residences appear
traditional at ﬁrst glance, a closer examination
reveals modern tweaks to the surface, such as swelling
and ﬂaring of shingles at the eave returns or above
important window groupings.

At the Edenville Cottage in Warwick, NY, a shingle ﬂare detail emphasizes
the surface of the gable plane, calling attention to the texture of the wood
shingles and the moment where the ﬁrst and second ﬂoors meet.
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...in the Warwick Residence, the
entablature -- relative to the soaring
roof it supports -- is minimal, helping
to convey a sense that the steep
green roof is ﬂoating and weightless,
above a light, white base.

7 - BRING V ISUA L LOGIC TO IN T E R IOR A N D E XTE R I O R
ELEVATIO N S U SIN G E N TA BLAT U R E S
An entablature is a grouping of classical elements comprised of the moldings, fascias,
and cornices that are found between the top of columns and the roof or ceiling
itself. While most believe this form is derived from a historically honed, artistic
representation of ancient construction techniques, it has passed down to us more as
a formal tradition, having little to do with how the building is actually constructed.
But our cultural memories run deep, and whether we consciously perceive it or not,
we tend to associate entablatures with permanence, correctness, order, and support.
When used knowingly, entablatures can suggest timelessness and a sense of security
a home or an individual room, where each element is visually supported by another
and linked inextricably to our oldest cultural notions of how buildings remain
standing. In our work, we take full advantage of these mostly unconscious meanings
that the form conveys. We have used simple entablatures on exterior elevations to
convey solidity and support where one would want “strength,” to hold up a roof, for
example. But we also manipulate its proportions to achieve more dynamic effects,
as in the Warwick Residence, where the entablature -- relative to the soaring roof it
supports -- is minimal, helping to convey a sense that the steep green roof is ﬂoating
and weightless, above a light, white base. This knowing manipulation of the correct
proportion is what allows Union Studio to express newness, surprise, and creativity
through classicism.
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8 - SIM PLIFY OR D E TA IL GA BLE S TO
COM PLE M E N T M ASS

a

There are a number of classic and vernacular details that Union Studio
uses on traditional gables with the intent to either visually divide a
mass or to add subtle elegance to a simple shape:
a. Exaggerated rake - The rake is the extended eave that runs along
the gable, so that the rooﬂine projects beyond the exterior wall
plane. Exaggerated rakes on gables at the Sandbar Residence provide
a dramatic frame and shadow line for the carefully proportioned
windows.

b

b. Lookouts - These are the perpendicular supports that brace the
underside of the rake. Often decorative, they lend a subtle pattern and
texture to the rake overhang as seen from below.
c. Panel window blanks - Originally a traditional detail used during the
Victorian, Queen Anne, and Arts and Crafts movements, panel blanks
sit between gable windows for aesthetic purposes. They emphasize the
horizontal span of the window block, visually dividing a gable’s mass.

c

“Lookouts” on the rake of this home in Anacortes, WA lend subtle
pattern and texture to the overhang when viewed from below.
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